
GENIE WILEY

Genie (born ) is the pseudonym of an American feral child who was a victim of severe Children and Adults (2 ed.),
Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, pp.

The case was eventually settled but the debate continues. She could hold a set of pictures so they told a story.
She was talented at nonverbal communication, but her ability to use language did not proceed rapidly. For the
surviving scientists it is regret tinged with anguish. On the contrary, by , feuding divided the carers and
scientists. She spent most of her days tied naked to her potty chair only able to move her hands and feet. She
could not previously chew and swallow solid food and would instead hold the mush her parents fed her in her
mouth until saliva broke it down. Linguist Noam Chomsky, from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
claimed humans are born with an innate ability to develop language. She was left in soiled diapers for days at
a time. It was reported in that she was living in a state care facility, approaching her 60th birthday. Therefore,
the impairments and developmental delays Genie exhibited upon being assessed were the result of the
isolation and deprivation she was subjected to. In one hand, a walking stick to guide her through the city. Over
the following years multiple tests of her handedness supported this conclusion, as did observations of her in
everyday situations. A critical period is a limited span of time during which an organism is sensitive to
external stimuli and capable of acquiring certain skills. The part of her brain that could process words into
language with grammar and other linguistic structure had never been stimulated, and thus she was condemned
to a very infantilized communication system. However, she still had a hard time being with large crowds of
people; at her birthday party, she became so anxious at all the guests present that she had to go outside with
Rigler to calm down. Unable to face the truth of the damage he inflicted upon his family, Clark shot and killed
himself. Her death affected Genie's father far beyond normal levels of grief, and because his son had been
walking with her he held his son responsible, further heightening his anger. In children going through normal
language development, this stage is followed by what is known as a language explosion. Click to playTap to
play The video will start in 8Cancel Play now Get the biggest daily stories by email Subscribe We will use
your email address only for the purpose of sending you newsletters. After a year of treatment, she even started
putting three words together occasionally. Genie's mother claimed her husband always fed Genie three times a
day but also said that Genie sometimes risked a beating by making noise when hungry, leading researchers to
believe he often refused to feed her. If Genie made any noise, she was physically beaten. They continued to
work with her and let others continue their research throughout that time. In the early days after her discovery,
she entered her first foster home with her teacher Jean Butler. Portrait of Genie Wiley.


